Class Roster

The Class Roster report shows information regarding courses, meeting patterns and the students that are enrolled or wait-listed in them. (It is a combination of select attributes from the UDW+ Class Enrollment subject area as well as the Class Meeting Pattern subject area.) A drill to ‘Roster Detail’ is available on the ‘Combined Class Subject Number Title’ column, only if the course is combined. This Roster Detail report will show data for all sections of a combined course. A drill to ‘Roster Detail’ is also available on the ‘Class Subject Number Section’ column. (If the ‘Session Section Combined ID’ ends in a ‘-’, the course is not combined.)

The Class Roster formatted report shows limited columns pertaining to a roster. However, if you export the data as .csv, all detailed columns are available.

It is EXTREMELY important to note the following:

- The Class Roster will ONLY pull back complete information for terms that are ACTIVE or open for enrollment. If a term is completed, the full data set will NOT be returned.
- The Class Roster will only provide the PRIMARY CPP of a student (Major approved, major unapproved).
- The Class Roster report only contains information on the primary instructor. Exporting the report as .csv will provide information on many other attributes, including all instructors.
- The Class Roster DOES contain Meeting Pattern Information regarding a course.
- The Class Roster DOES include combined sections.

How to run the Class Roster report:

Required Filters:

- Term OR Term Code
- Course Academic Group Code

Note:

We are currently working on two items with Class Roster:

- There is a known issue in OBIEE where by drilling on a report, with no assigned instructor, will bring back no data for the class.
- The term filter drop down box only shows terms for 2016. As an tentative solution, search for, or type, the active term you wish you retrieve.

UDW+ AD HOC : Class Roster Subject Area

The subject area is a combination of select attributes from the Class Enrollment and Class Meeting Pattern subject areas. However, the following 2 points are very important to keep in mind when building ad hoc queries in this subject area:

- The full CPP of a student is not included. The Class Roster Subject area will only pull back the Primary CPP of a student.
- In order to optimize the subject area for performance, the Class Roster subject area will only return a complete data set for terms that are active or open for enrollment. Past terms (terms that are completed) will not return complete data sets. Please be cognizant of this when running your queries.